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Abstract:
The rapid development of the communication networks through the Internet
and development of the electronic trade with spread of the digital media such as
(images, audio, video) which can be got easily, copied, and distributed with other
person names. All these led to the needs of the authentication or copyright. The most
important techniques used are watermark techniques.
The watermark techniques are divided into two types, they are spatial
domain and frequency domain techniques. The frequency domain techniques are
more stronger than the spatial domain techniques. The proposed algorithm is used
with Discrete Cosine transform (DCT). Several experiments were given to illustrates
the performance of the proposed scheme. This research focus on the frequency
domain and deals with the images by choosing the best locations to embed the
watermark to ensure the digital watermarking requirements.
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1. Introduction:
The development of the World Wide Web (WWW) led to the possibility of
sharing the information by many users all over the world, and the development of
software and hardware led to the ability of sending and receiving many data
through the networks, now it became possible to send and receive different types of
animated, static images, and different types of digital media [1].
The digital media such as (images, audio, video) that can be got easily, copied,
and distributed with another person names all these led to the needs of the
authentication or copyright. There are many methods to protect the copyright of
these media. The important one of these techniques are the watermark techniques
[2].
The proposed technique embed digital watermarking in the color images, to
get an image that contains a digital watermarking. This technique has the ability to
safe the watermark against attacks, and in the same time to keep the good quality of
the reconstructed image. So the resultant image not be recognized by the Human
Visual System (HVS).
2. Digital Watermark:
Refers to embed a message or digital watermark into another digital media.
The purpose is the authenticity or copyright of this digital media. The digital
watermark must be very difficult to remove, or destruct from the media by the
attacks [3].
The embedding techniques in the images depending on basically on the
sensitivity border of human being eye or Human Visual System (HVS).
The structure of a digital watermark composes from two stages: the first stage
is the watermark embedding, and the second is the watermark detection and
extraction. Figure (1) shows the embedding and the extraction operations.
The digital media (original image) that contains the digital watermark is called
the carrier. The watermarking (the secret message (image)) is not attach in the
carrier material as a separate file or link but its an embedded information directly
within the carrier material and dealing with them as one material [4].
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The digital watermark should contain some features to be able to protect the
digital media from the attacks, and the most important requirements are [5, 6]:
1. Transparency.
2. Robustness.
3. Capacity.
4. Security.
3 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT):
The image types are binary images, grayscale images, and color images.
The proposed algorithm deals with the color images, that can be considered as
a three grayscale images, that contain three basic colors red, green, and blue and
each color represents (8 bits), then can be represented each pixel contains three
colors by (24 bits) as shows in the Figure (2) [7].
The proposal algorithm using DCT method to the watermark embedding. In
which each image is divided into blocks with n*n pixels, then transform these blocks
into the transform coefficients. The transform coefficients are blocks with three
levels of frequency signals. DCT are used in the image compression applications too,
like Joint Photographic Experts Group JPEG [8].
Each blocks transform from spatial domain to the frequency domain using the
2D-DCT equation as shows in the equation (1) [9,10]:
M 1 N 1
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0<=p<=M-1
0<=q<=N-1

where: M and N are the row and column size of A
p, q =0, 1, ……., n-1
This method produces block matrix that contains the transform coefficients
to each pixel, the image signal changes slowly from point to point. Therefore, the
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block energy is concentrated in number of low frequency coefficients that exists in
the upper left corner from the matrix. While the high frequency coefficients exists
in the lower right corner. There are intermediary frequency coefficients that exist in
the middle of block as shows in Figure (3) , and these coefficients have a real values.
On the other hand, the Inverse DCT (IDCT) retrieves the original information
from frequency domain to the spatial domain as shows in the equation (2) [9,10].
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4. The Proposed Technique:
The proposed technique contains two algorithms, the first one embeds the
watermark image into the original image. And the second one to extracts the
watermark image from the original image and these two algorithms described as
follows:
The Embedding Algorithm:
1. Read the Original Image (Carrier). And Read the watermark image.
2. Divide the Carrier into blocks of n*n pixels.
3. Divide the watermark into blocks of n*n pixels.
4. Transform the carrier blocks into frequency domain using DCT.
5. Choose the intermediary frequency coefficients and then replace it with the
pixel values of the watermark blocks.
6. Transform the carrier blocks from frequency domain to the spatial domain
using IDCT.
7. Assemble the carrier blocks to produce an image with watermark (WaterImage). As shows in Figure (4).
The Extraction Algorithm:
1. Read the Water-Image produced from the embedding algorithm. And Read
the original image (carrier).
2. Divide the Water-Image into blocks of n*n pixels.
3. Divide the Carrier into blocks of n*n pixels.
4. Transform the Water-Image blocks into frequency domain using DCT.
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5. Transform the carrier blocks into frequency domain using DCT.
6. Take the chosen intermediary frequency coefficients and then subtract the
carrier

intermediary

coefficients

from

the

Water-Image

frequency

coefficients to produce the original watermark blocks.
7. Assemble the watermark blocks to produce the watermark image. As shows
in Figure (5).
5. The Experimental Work and Analyses:
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the standard method for quantitatively
comparing a reconstructed image with the original image. For an 8-bit grayscale
image, the peak signal value is 255. Hence the PSNR of an M×N 8-bit grayscale
image x and its reconstruction x̂ is calculated as [11]:
2552
PSNR  10 log10
MSE

……(3)

where the Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as:

1 M 1N 1
x(m, n)  xˆ(m, n)2
MSE 

MN m  0 n  0

……(4)

Figure (6) shows the original image and the watermarking image using the
proposed algorithm. Figure(7) shows the first & second experiment using the carrier
images with two watermarks and the PSNR that results from this experiment, while
Figure (8) shows the third & forth experiment using the carrier images with two
watermarks and the PSNR that results from this experiment .
The Experiments:
There are four experiments each one have original image with one
watermark images where the first watermark image is embedded in the first
original image and calculates the result of PSNR to show the effect of the embedding
operation on the original image.
Then perform the second experiment on the first original image with the
second original watermark and calculates the PSNR, …etc.
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The result of the experiments are showed in the Table (1):
Experiment No
1
2
3
4

Original Image No. Watermark No.
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
Table (1) The Results of experiments

PSNR (dB)
30.0576
35.7086
19.858
25.1018

6. Conclusions:
The experiments show the ability of the proposed algorithm to embed the
watermark image in an efficient manner by achieving the watermarking
requirements that showed in the following:
1. Transparency: The proposed algorithm provide a high degree of
transparency that the HVS does not recognize the watermark that
embedded in the original image. And this can be achieved by choosing the
embedded locations which are far from the low frequency locations (blocks
energy).
2. Capacity: The proposed algorithm has a high capacity that can reach the
half of the original image size. The watermark can be embed in the (4, 8, 16)
locations at least in each block (8*8=64 locations).
3. Security: The important requirement that must be provided in the system
by embed the watermark in the appropriate frequency domain coefficients
and produce an embed image with good PSNR.
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Figure (1) The embedding and the extraction
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The color image (RGB) is three different images with
grayscale fR(x,y), fG(x,y), fB(x,y)
Blue
Green

RGB Vector

Red
The color vector contain the RGB value for (x,y) pixel in the
image matrix
Figure (2) Representation of color image.
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Figure (3). The different frequency regions
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Figure (4). The embedding stage.
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Figure (5). The extraction stage.

Original Image(1)
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Figure (6) The original and watermark images.
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Figure (7) The result of experiment (1,2).
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Figure (8) The result of experiment (3,4).
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حضمُه انعالمت انمائُت
فٍ انظىسة انمهىوت باسخعمال معامالث انخشدداث انىسطُت
حيدر محمد عبدالنبي
جامعة البصرة  -كمية العموم – قسم عموم الحاسبات ،البصرة ،العراق.

انمسخخهض:
انىمى انسشَع نشبكاث االحظال عبش اإلوخشوج وحطىس انخجاسة االنكخشووُت واوخشاس األوساط
انشلمُت انمخخهفت مثم (انظىس ،انظىث ،انفُذَى) وانخٍ أطبح مه انسهم انحظىل عهُها ووسخها
وحىصَعها بأسماء أشخاص آخشَه كم هزا أدي إنً خهك حاجت مهحت نحماَت حمىق انىشش واثباث
انمهكُت وغُشها .وأحذي أهم انخمىُاث انمسخعمهت فٍ هزا انمجال هٍ حمىُاث انعالمت انمائُت انشلمُت.
حىمسم حمىُاث انخضمُه إنً لسمُه سئُسُُه هما حمىُاث انخضمُه فٍ انمجال انمكاوٍ
وحمىُاث انخضمُه فٍ انمجال انخشددٌ وعادة ما حكىن حمىُاث انخضمُه فٍ انمجال انخشددٌ أكثش
لىة مه حمىُاث انخضمُه فٍ انمجال انمكاوٍ وهزا ما حم انخشكُض عهُه فٍ هزا انبحث ورنك باخخُاس
أفضم مىالع نهخضمُه فٍ انظىس انمهىوت نخحمك مخطهباث حضمُه انعالمت انمائُت انشلمُت.
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